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Green, higher efficiency logistics is a trend in world industry.
Besides being economically functional, automation-integrated
logistics will result in lower costs, higher profit and is
environmentally and socially friendly. IJAL will attract and
disseminate original, theoretically advanced and practically
oriented papers pertinent to automation and logistics. IJAL
fosters and facilitates communication and networking among
researchers in the area of automation and logistics and will
stimulate the integration of automation and logistics to yield
high-quality theoretical papers with practical application
potential.
Topics covered include:
• Modelling, identification and simulation
• Evaluation and optimisation
• Planning, scheduling and coordination
• Strategy and planning in logistics
• Supply chain network optimisation
• Intelligent transportation system theory and
application
• Intelligent distribution systems
• Advanced vehicle routing planning
• Management information systems in
logistics
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• Technology and equipment for logistics
• Logistics optimisation
• Automatic control with applications in
logistics
• Intelligent control and automation
• Process automation
• Nanoscale automation and assembly
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